
RedactedFrom:
Sent: 6/23/2010 3:26:58 PM

Middlekanff Charles IT awl f/OM3G<YE/OTT=Cnrnnrate/cr)=Rerinierits/rr)=CRMfl); 
Redacted ■ ■ ’To: 2d acted T

edactedRedacted ); Keilani,
Wendy (WKeilani@semprautilities.com); 'Skinner, Nathaniel'
(nathanicl.skinner@cDuc.ca.nov'): carl.silsbee@sce.com tcarl.silsbee@sce.coml: 
Redacted Redacted

Homer, Trina (/0=PG&E/0U=C0RP0RATE/CN=REC1P1ENTS/CN=TNHC): 
Redacted

Cc:
:d acted ); Frazier-

Hampton, Janice Y (/0=PG&E/OU=Corporate/cn=Recipients/cn=JYFl)
Bee:
Subject: RE: IOU Org charts & Contact Info for LTPP

Nat:

Attached is PG&E’s contact information similar to SDG&E’s format. Redacted_______________and I will be the
key contacts to coordinate with internal team members as information comes through. However, please 
cc Charles Middlekauff (lead attorney) and Redacted (business lead) in your emails.

Thank you, 
I Redact I

From: Keilani, Wendy [mailto:WKeilani@semprautilities.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 4:42 PM ___________
To:, 'Skinner. Nathaniel'; Carl.Silsbee@sce.com; Redacted 
q.. Redacted
Subject: RE: IOU Org charts & Contact Info for LTPP

J

Hi Nat,

Attached is the contact information of the key individuals who make up the LTPP team at SDG&E as 
you requested. It’s not an “org chart” because each of the contacts is in a different organization, 
however I have provided a quick synopsis of responsibilities as they pertain to LTPP to assist you.

As you can see on the attachment, I am the single point of contact at SDG&E for “all things LTPP.” 
Communication with SDG&E regarding LTPP issues would be most efficient and effective if sent to me, 
with cc’s to the other team members if desired. If I am unavailable for any significant period of time, my 
voicemail will indicate who to contact in my absence. Unfortunately, at SDG&E, our email “out of office”
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does not go outside of the company firewall, so you would not be notified that I am out of the office in 
response to an email. For that reason, if you are looking for an immediate response to an email, it will 
be helpful to cc others on emails. For phone contact, we strongly prefer that contact be first directed to 
me, but phone numbers for the other team members are provided in case you absolutely need to reach 
that person.

I hope this helps.

From: Skinner, Nathaniel [mailto:nathaniel.skinner@cpuc.ca.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 22, 2010 8:05 AM ________________
To: Carl.Silsbee@sce.com; Keilani, Wendy;[Redacted 
Subject: IOU Org charts & Contact Info for LTPP

Hi all,

I’d like to get an org chart as well as emails and phone information for the appropriate staff by Track / 
Category as we get moving on the 2010 LTPP, so from ED’s end we can make sure that we’re routing 
emails to the correct people. Thank you Carl for this suggestion!

Best,

Nat

Nathaniel Skinner, Analyst

Electric Procurement & Resource Adequacy

Energy Division

California Public Utilities Commission

nathatiiel.skinner@cpuc.ca.gov
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415 703/1393
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